
Turn the handle, and watch as the frogs 
bob their heads up and down in turn!

Make a mountain fold.
Mountain fold line (dotted line)

*Read the Assembly Instructions carefully in page order referring to the page numbers on the parts list.
How to play 

Trace along the folds with a ruler and a used pen (no ink) to get a sharper,easier fold.

Use a thin, even layer of glue to ensure the paper doesn’t get crinkled or lumpy.

Assembly Instructions

Valley fold line (dotted and dash line)

Before gluing, crease the 
paper along mountain fold 
and  valley fold lines  and 
make sure rounded sections 
are nice and stiff.

Glue, scissors and other 
tools may be dangerous to 
young children so be sure to 
keep them out of the reach 
of young children.  

Scissors, set square, glue 
( such as woodwork glue), 
metal rod, spatula, a used 
pen, toothpicks, tweezers 
(useful for handling small parts).

Cut line (solid line)
Cut out.

Slot line (solid line)

The glue spot(colored 
dot) shows where to 
apply the glue.

Cut a slot.

Make a valley fold.

Scissors mark
Cut these areas out.

Glue
Glue spot (Red dot)        Glue parts with the same number together.
Glue spot (Green dot)    Glue within the same part.
Glue spot (Blue dot)       Glue to the rear of the other part.

Tools and Materials Assembly tip Caution
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 Assembly Instructions : Three A4 sheets (PAGE01 to PAGE03)



Attach     to the left side of     , and attach     to the right side.

Assemble the parts you attached together 
in step    .

Assemble     and    ,
and attach them to 
and     .

Assemble     ,    ,    ,and    .

Attach parts     and     (from step    ) to the stand you made in step    .

Insert the parts you made in step     from underneath, and attach     and    .
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Assemble     , and attach     and     , and     and     .

Align the triangles when attaching.

Assemble     , and attach it to    .
Do not put glue on part     .

Glue      and     together. 
When the glue is dry, insert 
the part you made in step    .

Glue     and     together. Glue     and      together.

Insert the parts you made in step     from underneath, 
and attach the parts you made in step     .

Diagram of the left side.

Align the     marks.

Fit part      onto the parts you made in step     , and attach the part you made 
in step    . (Do not put glue on the back of part    .) 
Finally, attach the parts you made in step     , and you're done!
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